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Abstract: In the new era of software development, project developers and teams are facing many problems while adopting traditional software development methodologies. In traditional methodologies there is a scope for the wastage of different resources like people, cost and others. Hence there is a need to develop a methodology to minimize the usage of minimum resources for the maximization of chances of developing reliable software. Hence, to overcome this problem software developers adapt a new methodology that is “Agile methodology”. Agile methodology is nothing but a software development methodology that gives major priority to the customer at every stage of the development process. There is a chance to match expected results and actual results at every phase of Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) for the betterment of end software product. Also, scope will be given at every phase for the adjustment of minor/major modifications to improve the level of customer satisfaction phase by phase. Our paper mainly focuses to make software development requirements as dynamic to fulfill the highest level of customer satisfaction. In our paper, we are going to implement the concept of iterative and incremental processes to develop the project in the IT industry with the help of time-boxing technique. A hybrid Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) model, which is a combination of Iterative and Incremental Software Development Process models was designed and developed in our study. Agile methodology mainly focuses on the inclusion of the customers/end users in the software development process itself. This methodology also releases the project after completion of each iteration for the betterment in the next iteration and so on.
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INTRODUCTION

Agile is a software development methodology based on time-box mechanism as well as iterative process. Time-box means a software developer assigned with specific time-frame at that period of time you have to develop and release the software with their proper functionality. The time-frame may be approximate 1 to 4 weeks to complete each iteration of the module. It may be even longer in synchronous with higher customer satisfaction [17]. This time frame will be continued until the software does not become completed. Agile methodology has developed for design the software without redesigning [19], rebuilding and refactoring [4]. Therefore, 90% of the IT industries are implementing Agile methodology to develop the software [10, 17].

This methodology helps us to know what the customer has actually requirement or desire [20], because the discussions that have taken place with customer and developer are developing exactly same project or not. Related to the module of the software that is required to the customer that must be available in the product which is under developing phase or has been developed. Means that the customer observes whatever they planned for the same product is delivered or not, if it is not same as earlier discussion than developer will apply one or more iteration to complete their requirement or functionality properly.

The aim of the agile methodology to involve the clients with developer and remove the communication gap between clients and developers [6]. The customer also see and observe the developing phase of software at the end of each iteration, due to this customer always involved with software development cycle itself more and more, that is introduced as agile methodology.

An Agile software development process is defined as the combination of methods, best practices, various activities and complete transformation that are being used to build and assure the software and their related product. The main issue of the software developer is that how they organize the software development to fast deliver, better performance and cheaper cost that are discussing in software development industry for decades [2]. The concept of Agile methodology comes in mid-nineties with various principles like SCRUM [6], eXtreme Programming (XP) [12], Crystal [16] and Feature Driven Development (FDD) etc. [10].
Fig: Agile Software Development Process [13]

BACKGROUND

Agile software development concept has come in 2001 through agile teams in a conference in University of Utah [3, 17]. Then after so many software companies and project development team understand and accepted agile methodology and implemented after that team turned into a modern era [1]. An agile process is only one that are always ready to support the degree of changes and flexibility [2, 5]. In traditional methodology if customer don’t know about requirements then they take help form developers but in agile methodology if customer and developer both of them don’t have full idea about requirements then still project starts [7].

Traditional software development methodologies are not enough sufficient to change the requirement quickly [16]. Like as in waterfall model, generally clients were involved in very early phase after that clients has no role to interact with developer by this reason client sit down at their home, and wait for completion of the project. Due to this client has no idea about which module is under development and what is going to be delivered to the customer. Because at earlier phase developer has freeze the client requirements within a particular time period so that customer was not able to add/modify any features flexibility.

Advantages of agile method for software development:-

- To make requirement as dynamic to change requirement according to customer satisfactions [9].
- Client gets opportunity to see what is getting developed during the development phase /process itself.
- Maintain the high communication between customer and project developer.
- No need to wait the customer to see the project till the end of product development.
- Organization ensures to get the confidence to the customer that what we have developed it is equivalent to our expected.
- We can easily add and modify new requirement and deliver to the client, even though the development has been already started.
- In Agile methodology customers feels 100% satisfaction.

Agile developments and principles:-

1. The main priority is to provide customer certifications by continuous delivery of software.
2. Always ready to change the requirement, even sometimes software developed late. We change the requirements according to customer compatibility.
3. Develop the software which is being developed within a couple of weeks to reduce the time scale.
4. Client people and project developer team must work simultaneously at project development time [10].
5. Develop the project as individuals, provide the environment, fully support, requirements and believe them to complete their work on time [2].
6. Develop the project by individuals, and they should have better environment to support what client has requirement.
7. The main objective is to maintain face to face conversation between customer and project development teams[9,11].
8. Maintain as simplicity as customer convenient for minimize the work load.
9. Agile process maintain the sustainable of project development.
10. Focus continuously for excellence design.
11. Every some period of interval, the team reflects to get more effective then adjust their behavior according to the situation [1].
Agile Introduction?

Agile is a software development methodology based on several iterative [9] and incremental methods. This method first splits the project into small builds. And this builds works with iterations. Each of the iteration continues up to 1 to 4 weeks and each iteration includes cross functional team to develop the product simultaneously [17]. All of the iterations have following phases like requirements, designing, implementations, testing, and reviews. Therefore at the end of each iteration project shown to the customer to confirm their requirement satisfactions. This is an umbrella having well defined methods, with reference to English dictionary, “agile” work has two meanings:-

- (Mentally quick) should be able to think properly and clearly.
- (physically quick) should be able to flexible your body quickly and frequently [2].

Traditional Methodology versus Agile Methodology

In traditional software development approach like waterfall we cannot change the requirement once decision is completed. If we want to change the decision and requirement then we have to start the project from initial stage. Whereas Agile process provides the background scalability to use the iteration. Where we change the decision and implementation according to client convenience [5].

Agile provides flexibility to check the error at the time of development phase wherever clients and developer wants. Agile has less error and bugs free in compare of waterfall model, because waterfall checks the bugs at the time of completion of module development.

Since, Agile provides the degree of flexibility to change the project requirement for maximum customer satisfaction. Whereas waterfall model is striated to change any modification once module has been developed completely [1].

Table 1: How Agile Development is different from Traditional Development [2], [3], [11][16], [18].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Methodology</th>
<th>Agile Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintain the linear orderly, step by step, rule driven.</td>
<td>Implements iterative &amp; incremental process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follows synchronous and sequential process.</td>
<td>Follows asynchronous concurrent process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People changes in each phase.</td>
<td>Same people works until completion of project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum documentation is require.</td>
<td>Less documentation is require.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developers wait to get ready the architecture.</td>
<td>All the developers work all together on same iteration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow to response to the client.</td>
<td>Give quick response to client feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult to change requirement at later stage.</td>
<td>Easy to change requirement at any stage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spent more time to construct the design.</td>
<td>Less time to construct the design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibited to access the architecture.</td>
<td>Allows to everyone to see and understand the architecture.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Methodology</th>
<th>Agile Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No communication required between client and user at development time.</td>
<td>More communication and iteration required at development time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No any daily basis meeting.</td>
<td>Arrange daily meeting and discuss about development process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project will handover after completion of all the development phase.</td>
<td>At any stage of development client can see and analyze the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No client involvements at development time.</td>
<td>Clients always involve and discuss.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DIFFERENT TYPES OF COMMON AGILE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES

Agile software development methodology provides a way to develop the project in short time, best quality and having less cost [16].

Extreme programming (XP):- Extreme programming is a methodology that is used to develop the software in an unstable environment. We should use Extreme Programming when the size of team is generally small that is 2 to 10. Generally iteration round should be about 2 weeks. XP methodology is not better for distributed teams [4].

Extreme programming development can be done with following five values. First maintain the strong communication between customer and developer. In second design the project with as simplicity as customer understand. In third round take the feedback [18] with customer after continues changing of design. Fourth, developer encourage the customer to detect the problem, and finally in fifth give full respect to the customer for arising new requirement [3, 16].

Extreme Programming is very famous because it focuses the customer satisfactions. It also allows the flexibility in the modeling process. The main objective of (XP) is to reduce the cost of changing when we change the requirement with traditional software development methodology, like waterfall methodology requirements of the software always “frozen” at the beginning of the project development [1]. That’s why, if client wants to change the requirement at later stage of the project then cost can be very high [16]. XP is first agile process.

XP contains a group of individual best practices and we group together for the successful practices [2].

- **Whole team**: In extreme, team performs very important role. That may contain software developers to develop the software, software tester who takes care for quality assurance [16], and it also include analysts to cooperate in designing phase and also generate the feedback.

- **Planning**: - Planning is most important to calculate the estimation of effort and cost project development. These
planning are very mandatory because projects are visible everywhere in all the times. There are following two types of planning in XP Methodology.

- **Release planning**: The customers describes all the features to the developer what they expected by him in the project and also expect when it will be delivered [20]. The developer goes through all the features and detects all the problem constraints. After reviewing all the features developer decide about the initial release for next development of software.

- **Iteration planning**: A project must work with iteration which should be a few weeks. After completion of each iteration project shows to customer to confirm their expected feature so that developer can ready for next iteration to add new features.

- **Small releases**: The project team releases the running software after completing of each iteration [3]. The customer review and evaluate the project and give the feedback to the developer [18]. If customer is not satisfied with their project then he/she tells the entire problem and developer adds the entire feature for next release.

- **Pair programming**: In pair programming two programmers write the code in a single machine. This helps the programmer to review the code of another programmer. This will help for better designing, coding and test the programmer. With the help of pair programming a developer can switch their work and this will also help to all other programmer to understand the system.

- **Collective code ownership**: In XP code is developed by whole team, no any module is developed by single person. In XP every programmer do their work based on given time. So all the people can see the entire code that improves the quality and minimize the defects. If code is owned by single then the probability of error may increase.

- **Sustainable pace**: The projects team develops the software at constant speed. Due to sustainability of time the code of each module developed on time for better delivery having better quality.

- **Customer Tests**: In extreme programming customer checks the project with the help of acceptance test. This will support to validate the product features [2].

**Feature driven development (FDD)**: Feature driven development concentrate only on feature of the software system. These are the main backbone of the whole project development process.

- In initial stage of the FDD process construct the detailed model of the system that contains all requirement assumptions of the stockholders.
- When the domain model is built once. Then the project team members print a list of system features. Every feature should be developed in some period of time like hours or days but not more than two weeks.
- The project development will be done in parallel for all the features [10].
- The FDD process imposes strict guideline to detect the defection in the system. It also implements coding standards [19] and encourage to add newly designed features to the system in daily or weekly basis.
- For parallel development of all the features it is compulsory to maintain a configuration management system to integrate the entire feature which has been changed for the system [1].

**Crystal**: Crystal methodology is only the adaptable and lightweight approaches for software development. Crystal methodology is developed by Alistair Cockburn. This methodology is mainly used for small project when project team has maximum 10 developers [16]. Actually crystal methodology includes a group of agile methodology. Those are like as crystal clear, crystal yellow, crystal orange, crystal red, crystal diamond, and crystal sapphire and so on. It inherits their unique advantages with the help of several factors like as project priorities, team member size and system criticalness.

In compare of other agile methodology, crystal provides early development, frequent delivery of working project, high involvements of users, easily adaptation, remove the distraction. It includes many key features like teamwork, flexibility, communication and simplicity to improve the frequency of process [1].

**SCRUM**: Scrum is a framework that is used to develop small as well as complex projects [16]. This is also lightweight methodology for the software development. This concept came in 1995 by Ken Swaber [3]. Scrum methodology helps to developer to find out some tasks after each iteration. Since due to light weight it can easily manage the changing of requirements. And also release the software in each iteration or small releases [19] cycle that is called sprint [3]. Scrum generates more revenue and best quality of the software [1]. In Scrum iteration size goes to 1 to 6 weeks. Here project may include multiple teams so it supports distributed teams [4].

In this approach software development is divided into small chunks that are called as sprints. Where each of the sprints delivers a working piece of software. Here development team does not go for next phase until it will not successfully completed current phase [3]. Here project owner prepares a backlogs [6] that contains the pending works [3]. Generally this backlog says the features to be developed or any improvements in the existing functionality. After that we prioritized the items with most important on the top and less important at the bottom which can be changed after sprint on iteration. This backlogs act as the input to sprint planning meeting.

**Sprint planning**: In Sprint planning the development teams decides what we have to develop in next sprint. This also helps the software developer to calculate how much time is required to complete the project [20]. The Scrum teams select the work for the coming sprint and send it from product backlog to sprint backlog.
**Product backlogs:** A product backlog is set of work in prioritized based for the development teams. It contains all the features of each functionality.

The main purpose of this meeting to decide the work to be completed with proper planning. Then after planning work would be started, here every day development team come together that is called scrum, which discusses what every employee have completed today and what they have to do before next day meeting this will help us track the process and increase the speed up process of development.

**Scrum uses three important roles to complete the tasks:-**

- **Product owner:** In scrum, the product owner maintain the communication between client and development team. He/she gives full effort to increase the interests having requirement and prioritization. Because the product owner has all the authority and responsibility to manage each module of the project.

- **Scrum master:** The scrum master provides all the facilities to the project team and product owner which are related to the software development. Actually Scrum master does manage the project development team but act as a facilitator. Scrum master reduces the impediments [6].

- **Team member:** All the team members have responsibility to complete their work at the time. Actually team members are functionally combination of seven different types of cross functional members. For every software development is having combination of software engineers, architects, UI designers, analysts, programmers, QA experts and testers. In each sprint, team members are responsible to determine the project and gives full effort for better performance [1].

On final scrum day, it arranges two additional meetings:-

**Sprint review /demo:** - Here the aim is to improve the product quality. We show the product to client and the project owner whatever team has completed, and take feedback from the client and project owner [6].

**Sprint retrospective:** - It tracks all the possible blocking in the sprint and tries to solve out these problem which is occurring [6].

**CONCLUSION**

The various software development methodologies have been involved since 1970s. Due to those existing methodologies an Agile methodology has introduced for the convenience of software developers and project teams. Agile methodology uses iterative processes to provide the flexibility of customer requirements that makes the project as lightweight. Agile methodology helps the customer to change the requirement as dynamically. This paper described a new type of software development methodology that is ‘Agile Software Development’. So, Agile provides various benefits in compare of previously implementation of waterfall methodology. That’s why people turning to agile development with the help of various agile methodologies such as XP, Crystal, FDD and mainly most popular framework that is SCRUM methodology. Actually agile methodologies are developed for increase the flexibility, reduce the project costs, fast development, very less error rates, good qualities, high customer satisfaction, less documentations and maintain the strong communication between customer and project developer to understand the requirements. Agile development determines the requirements and percentage of project completion time with the help of various iteration.
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